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W ABSTRACT
Compressor rotor strain gage datn from nn engine test
conducted with an Inlet screen distortion were reduced and
analyzed. These data are compared to data obtained from
the same engine without inlet pressure distortion to deter-
mine the net effect of the distortion on the vibratory re-
sponse of the compressor blades. The results obtained are
presented,
INTRODUCTION
Inlet distortion, besides seriously affecting fan and
compressor stall margin and performance, can also gener-
ate blade and vane vibrations that can significantly affect
the structural Integrity of the blades and vanes. Although
this has been known to fan and compressor designers for a
number of years, It has only been recently cumprohonsively
treated (Refs. 1 and 2).
NASA line been actively Involved with engine research
relative to Inlet distortion for a number of years. This in-
volvement was primarily concerned with the effects of Inlet
distortion on engine performance and stall margin. It has
been only recently that the structural dynamic aspects of
the problem have been considered. The impetus for this
Interest has been generated by the aeromechanical pro-
grams within the NASA/USAF Full Senle Engine Research
(BSER) Program. Extensive strain gage monitoring and
other dynamic data acquisition and reduction systems have
been Incorporated Into existing engine test facilities used
In the FSER programs to support the acronmehanical pro-
grams. These systems arc now available and are being
used In support of research related to Inlet distortion.
They were first used for this purpose recently to monitor a
series of inlet pressure distortion tests being conducted on
an engine. This particular engine had been previously used
In an aeromechanical program and still had a number of
meaningful strain gages operational. Data from these were
monitored and recorded to observe the effects of Inlet pres-
sure distortion on the structural response r' ;a compres-
sor blades. During the test no serious problems were ob-
served and all stress levels stayed well within limits. It
was only after doing a Fourier Analysis of the recorded
data was the data found to be significant. In particular,
when comparing data with and without Inlet distortion the
data revealed tine elements necessary for serious compres-
sor blade vibrations to develop with Inlet distortion.
The purpose of this paper, then, Is to describe the test
conditions, the methods used In obtaining and reducing
these data, and to discuss the significance of it.
NOMENCLATURE
E	 engine order
I	 frequency
I	 Impulse function
P	 pressure
r	 cylindrical coordinate
i
a^.u,
st	 lime
x	 displacement amplitude
0	 cyllncrldal coordinate
hp	 phase angle
Subscripts:
n	 Integer
T	 total
2	 station 2, engine inlet
APPARATUS AND TEST CONDITIONS
The test vehicle used was it straight turbojet engine
with a nine-stage compressor (Pig, 1), the first two of
which have part span shrouds, The first three sister sta-
ges nre variable. These were rigged fit the nonnhml opera-
tional configuration for the distortion tests. This configu-
ration was found to be safe front 	 severe resonances or
neroolastic Instability within the Right envelope of this on-
glne during the aeromechanical test phase, The distortion
tests were conducted In the Propulsion System. Laboratory
Altitude Facility at the NASA Lewis Research Center. A
variety of Inlet distortion screens were used, all of which
produced a one-engine order (1E) alumina but of different
Intensities and distribution.
As a rule the majority of engine ht( Jistortion testing
conducted at Lowls Is done with an Inlet pressure of 0.6 at-
mospheres and Inlet temperatures around 15.6 0 C (600 1).
Those altitude conditions are considered safe relative to
structural considerations. At those conditions resonance
responses are normally mild, aero,..odc Instabilities are
rare and blade loading Is moderate, The latter is desirable
If a number of compressor stalls are to be Induced which Is
usually the case In distortion testing. The availability of
operational strain gages presented the opportunity to obtain
data at more severe opernting conditions to evaluate the
structural dynamic aspects of Inlet pressure distortions,
The Inlet pressure distortion data to be discussed herein
was obtained at an Inlet pressure of 138 kPa (20 pals) and
at an Inlet temperature of 15, G 0 C (600 F). These were
the most severe conditions used and are representative of a
high-speed flight condition at a low altitude on a cold day,
These Right conditions produce heavy blade loading with
dense air. A data run consisted of an Intermittent slow
scooters, Ion of the engine from 00 to 104.5% rated physical
speed. All speeds discussed heroin shall be rated engine
physical speeds. The acceleration was halted several
times to take steady-state aerodynamic data. Strain gages
were monitored and recorded during the entire period.
The inlet screen used is shown In Pig, 2. This screen
Imposes a. cireumferentlal pressure distortion over a full
,800 sector of the engine Inlet with an aggravated radial
distortion centered within that sector at the outside diam-
eter. The pressure distortion pattern generated by this
screen produces a 1E stimulus which is representative of a
maneuvering distortion. Inlet total pressure distribution
patterns obtained front
	
dnta are shown In Pigs,
3 and 4. The data In Pig, 3 was obtained ad 05% speed
while the data In Pig, 4 was at 104% speed. At 95% the
minimum GPjP was -0,080 and at 104%- 0,120. AP /PP
Is a distortion index defined ns;
PT2 (r,0) - P,I,2(AVEIIAGE)/P12(AVERAGE)
where PT2 (r,0) Is the station 2 total pressure at n point,
and P72 (AVERAGE) is the station 2 average total pres-
sure,
For comparative cleat Inlet strain gage data, transient
data front a previous noromechanienl data point was re-
duced, This data point was obtained with Inlet conditions
of 200 kPa (20 pals) and 15,6 o C (600 I), This data point
was selected because It had the same variable geometry
rigging, was free of aeroelastic Instabilities and was the
hest match of the conditions available with a clean Inlet.
The data In Oils transient was obtained while doing a slow
acceleration from 07 to 104.5% rated physlcnl speed.
DYNAMIC DATA ACQUISITION
Structurnl dynamic dnta pertinent to the blades and
vanes In an engine under test Is gathered from three
sources In the Propulsion Systems Laboratory Facility nt
Lewis, These are;
(1) Strain gage systems, rotnting and stationary,
(2)71toto-electric scanning (PES) system,
(3) High response pressure transducers.
Strain gages mounted on blades and vanes Ore the primary
source of structural dynamic data. The other live systems
were not used in this analysts but are described In Refs, 3
and 4. The strain gages are monitored on line, in real
time during a test, In both the time domain and in the fre-
quency domain. Each strain gage signal Is displayed on a
small oscilloscope for continuous monitoring in the time
domain. Up to 112 signals can be handled simultaneously
using this approach. In addition, these signals can be
quickly patched Into large oscilloscopes for a more com-
prolhensive analysis In the time domain. These signals can
also be quickly and selectively patched into other equipment
for monitoring and analysis in the frequency domain. This
equipment includes:
(1)A software based Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)
Digital Signal Analyzer which can handle two channels. sim-
ultaneously,
(2)Several analog spectral analyzers,
(3)A micro-processor based multi-channel vibration
and flutter monitor (Ref. 5) which can handle up to 16 chan-
nels simultaneously.
All strain gage data Is recorded for post :run analysis.
Within the test facility up to 40 channels are available on a
local recording system. Strain gage data is also trans-
mitted via underground lines to a Central Analog System
which has 180 channels available for data recording,
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During the Inlet pressure distortion tests Via principle
source of structural dynamic data were ilia strain gages
since ilia engine had more than adequate strain gage cove r
-ngo oil
	
pertinent compressor rotors except. ono. The
fourth stage rotor hod lost all of Its gages, therefore, the
PITS system was used to monitor this stage for safety pur-
poses,
DYNAMIC DATA REDUCTION
The majority of ilia dynamic data obtained to date has
been recorded in nnalog form, Data reduction thus Is done
both in Wo time domain and In ilia frequency domain by uae
of the Fourier Transferal. Time domain data reduction
yields naive form information and ilia overall nmymitudo of
ilia signal. Frequency domuln data reduction is useful in
mode Indentificatlon, III 	 multiple mode re-
sponses, In determining engine order content and In deter-
mining the amplitudes of all ilia contributing harmonies.
Time domain data reduction Is primarily done using con-
voitional cathode ray osclllographs to determine wave form
and amplitude. Frequency domain data reduction Is done
by using several r1T systems and by digitizing mnalog data
and using an FFT algorittan routine available on n nnnin
frame computer. In the frequency domain Ilia data are
processed to obtain power spectral density, linear spectra,
transfer function, and cross-corralotlonfunction. The
latter live yield both mngnitudo and phase as functions of
frequency. Time averaging Is used frequently and when
this Is done the coherence function is also computed. Data
output is In the form of computer printouts and plots. As a
practice frequency resolution Is usually of ilia order of
1 Hz, Phase angle data obtained is accurate well within lo.
The data discussed herein were reduced from local
tapes In ilia test facility, All the data were observed In the
time domain and In the frequency domain to determine
which data wore of significance. The data of significance
ware then processed through the FFT Digital Sigind Ana-
lyzer.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Rased on preliminary data reduction and analysis n
number of strain gages from the first three compressor ro-
tor stages were selected for detailed analysis. Strain gage
locations on the compressor blades are shown In Fig, 5,
Rotors 1 mid 2 were selected because the strain gages on
those sbowed the largest increase In vibratory response
compared to clean Inlet data. With a clean inlet both of
these stages had a vary low vibratory response. With the
pressure distortion ilia vibratory response of the compres-
ser blades increased but stayed well within allowable stress
limits, At 04% speed and 138 kPa (20 psia) Inlet pressure
the first rotor was showing about 41 IviPa (4:3 ksi) in the
time domain. The only sizeable activity usually observed
on the second rotor with a clean Inlet occurred in above the
shroud first torsion at 7E around 95% speed, At elevated
inlet temperatures the overall vibratory response was
higher, usually of the order of about 328 nlPn (a4 its[) In
We time donnin, Other than this ilia saeond rotor was well
behaved. With ilia distortion ilia overall response of ilia
second rotor Incranov3 ivy about n factor of 2. Rotor 3 wns
selected because it tins ilia most native resonance response
with a clean Into(. At speedo III 	 of 100% rated phys-
lant first bending , vould cone In nt 2E with overall stress
levels of x34.5 AlPa (4 ksi), With a distorted Inlet ilia
overall third rotor response was only slightly higher. The
remaining stages showed no perceptible Increase in strain
gage response with a distorted inlet when compared to clean
inlet data.
The data processed through the FFT Digital Signal
Processor was time averaged, eight averages, over the
range from 0 to 4006 liz which encompassed all of the ac-
tivity noted during ilia Initial data reduction. A [lumbar of
data points were taken, Some of ilia results are tabulated
In Tables I, II, and RI, The amplitudes In these tables
were corrected to account for strain gage sensitivity,
Strain gage sensitivity related ilia stress (strain) at the
gage location to ilia maximum stress III
	
vibratory mode,
thus the data in ilia tables reflects the apparent maximum
vibratory stress in any mode. The uncorrected datn taken
from the Digital Signal Processor Is shown in Figs. G
through 18. Looking at this data for ench of the first three
rotors proved to be enlightening with respect to the effector
an Inlet distortion on blade vibrations.
The first stage rotor datn was most significant. With-
out distortion the typical frequency domain response of a
strain gage on rotor l Is shown In Pig, G, Inherent In all ilia
data analyzed were two standing components of frequency.
One was around 150 Hz and the otter slightly above 500 Hit.
These were in the playback system. Thus the only slgnlfi-
cant data in Fig, 6 occurs around 800 Hz and is of a trivial
amplitude, Therefore, with a clean Inlet rotor 1 over the
speed range between 07 and 104.5% was found to be very
well behaved. From monitoring observations this was
found to be true for all speeds and conditions within the en-
gine operating range. The only activity ever noted on rotor
1 occurred during the transient from startup to Idle when
first bonding would appear for a short time. With distortion
the response In the frequency domain is shown In rig. 7,
04% speed, and in Fig. 8, 104% speed. Of significance here
Is the presence In the spectrum of almost all ilia engine or-
ders In the frequency range analyzed. At 04% speed this ef-
fect is more pronounced. At this speed and condition sev-
eral modes are being excited. Without distortion only a
slight excitation of first bending was observed, while with
distortion both the first and second system modes are re-
sponding as well as first bending, first torsion, and third
bending. Also present Is the 11:, component which is to be
expected due to the nature of the Induced distortion. As en-
gine speed was Increased above 94% the overall amplitude
of the strain gages on rotor 1 decreased, This is reflected
`s
4 :,
In the spectrum taken at 104% (Fig, 8). Still present are
Indications that almost every engine order Is affecting Q o
blade but at this speed coincidence betveon the engine or-
ders mid a blade or system resonance does not exist. The.
lE component Is still present and at about the same mngni-
lude as was seen at 94% speed oven though the distortion
Index Is considerably more severe.
Apparent from this data is the fact that this stage is
writ damped at the Inlet conditions set, Also apparent Is
lho fact that the distortion being created by the I.E scroon
has the quid hies of n complex ha rmonic wave, square wave,
which is creating the numerous engine order excitations,
This wave will have a period of GO/RP6I (1/E) and in as-
sonce Is composed of a number (l) sinusoids of various
amplitude (An) and phases (Nn or (p). In the time domain
this wave is defined by:
N
X (t) _
	 An cos (2afn + ^p	 =n(RPM)n)	 fn
ao
n=1
N the frequency domain this wave transforms to (Ref. 6)
N
X(Q=^ ^Aa 1I(f - fn)a (Pn + I(f+ fn)n )Tn]
n=1
which when plotted for sequential values of N yields n
spectrum plot similar to those being observed In the distor-
tion data, Thus the data reveals the nature of the excitation
that can be expected with an Inlet pressure distortion. The
rotor blade will see the pressure distortion as a periodic
complex wave containing a number of multiples of the rota-
tional frequency. Engine speed determines the period of
the complex wave and the spacing of the successive har-
monles In the frequency domain. Whenever any of the har-
monies contained In the pressure distortion coincides with
a blade or system resonance a response will occur. The
magnitude of the response will be a function of the strength
of distortion and the damping present In the aerodynamic
mode. Of particular importance Is the aerodynamic damp-
Ing. The distortions Induced during this test were severe,
yet the first rotor response, while discernible, was not
severe,
Rotor2 data is shown In TableII and Figs, a through 12.
Without pressure distortion at speeds under 95 % the only
notable response observed, on line, was u slight resonance
affecting first torsion at 7E, Above 95% speed the rotor 2
response was slight and a typical spectrum Is shown in
Fig, a, Present here Is a slight response In first bonding
at 3E with a trace of the first two system modes. Also pre-
sent Is evidence of a slight internal distortion probably re-
sulting from the Interaction of the second rotor and first
stator. With inlet pressure distortion the 1E response In-
creased, as seen In Figs. 10 through 12, as did the second
system mode. The 10E response could not be associated
with a particular blade alone mode being between first tor-
sion and second bending so It Is assumed that the third sys-
tom was also excited. The most activity on this stage oc-
curred at 08% speed, Fig. 0, where coincidence botween
several modes and excitation sources occurred much like
that observed on rotor i at 047aspeed, The rotor 2 re-
sponso to first torsion around 04% speed at 7E was not un-
usual since It commonly occurred there without distortion
and did not appear to be aggravated by the distortion.
Rotor 3 data is shown in Table III and In Figs, 11
through 16 for live different strain gages. Strain gage No, a
was located near the root at midchord and was primarily
responsive to the bending nodes. Strain gage No, 34 was
located at thetralling edge and was responsive to botlrband-
Ing and torsional modes. This rotor had the most native
resonant response without distortion. Above 100% speed
first bending would respond at 2E with amplitudes between
t21 and f28 We (t3 and t4 ksi). Of interest on this rotor
was whether or not an Inlet distortion would aggravate this
response and It did not. The maximum amplitude of this
response occurred usually about 104% speed and an exami-
nation of the date In Table III and the figures Indicate that If
anything, the response may have been attenuated. This
may be due to a density effect since the Inlet pressures did
differ. However, an increase In the lE component was
noted as well as some activity in first torsion with the dis-
torted Inlet, Absent In the third rotor data was a well-
defined resonance coincidence as seen on rotors 1 and 2.
It may be that none existed over the speed range Investiga-
ted or that the effects of the higher harmonics were starting
to be attenuated.
The remaining stages had no Interesting data, Rotor 4
did not have a valid strain gage so It was monitored using
the PES system. The only activity noted on this rotor oc-
curred at 104% speed and consisted of a low amplitude,
10,05 mm (12 mils), non-integral blade response which
may have been buffeting as a result of the distortion. This
amplitude is equivalent to a stress of about t1.4 MPa (fa, 2
kid). Rotors 5 and 6 showed only a slight 1E response and
otherwise did not differ front the clean Inlet response. It
appears that the affect of the Wet pressure distortion was
attenuated In do back stages of the compressor.
Tim prominent feature of the Inlet distortion stimulus
is the complex nature of the pressure wave developed which
must be assumed to .contain excitation sources at almost all
engine orders. Thus, any mode if not properly damped,
could be excited including some of the usually quiet higher
modes. Of additional Interest was the fact that the first two
stages were sensitive to system mode excitations. Both of
these stages are shrouded thus all the blades on each stage
'are mechanically coupled. This could load to the possibil-
ity of encountering a system mode Instability such as the
type discussed by Carta (Ref. 7) If the aerodynamic condi-
tions were adverse.
'rfi...
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SUMMARY Or RESULTS
Compressor rotor strain gage data from on engine un-
dergoing an Inlet pressure distortion was reduced and ana-
lyzed. The results were compared to similar data obtained
from the sane engine with a clean Inlet to determine the ef-
fect of the distortion on the vibratory response of the com-
pressor binding, The distortion was principally a 113 cir-
cumfaromitil typo.
The effect of the distortion was found to be most prom-
Inent jn the first three compressor stages, An Increase In
blado vibratory response was noted duo to both n IV stimu-
lus and also because of the complex nature of the pressure
front erented by the Row around and through the screen. It
was found that the rotating blades sec the pressure distri-
bution as a periodic complex harmonic wave composed of
almost all engine order excitations. Rotor speed cstah-
lishas the period of the complex wave and thus the frequon-
cles of all the higher engine order excitations.
At certain speeds It was found that the complex pres-
sure wave had the frequency content to excite a number of
modes sAnulti eously, however, the overall mngnitudos
were small and well within allowable stress limits.
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TABLE I, - FIRST ROTOR VIBRATORY RESPONSE IN THE FREQUENCY DOMAIN
Engine
order
Mode Without Inlet
pressure
distortion
With Inlet
pressure
distortion
104% 04% 104%
speed spoed speed
lE
-------------------------- ------------
t	 2.1 MPa t	 1.7 MPa
(t	 0.3 kal) (1	 0.25 ksi)
2E 1st system (570 - 740 Iiz) ------------ f	 6.0 Al ps f 4.1 MPa
(t	 1,0 ksl) (t	 0.6 ksi)
3E 1st bending (750 - 050 Hz) t	 3,4. MPa t	 4,3 MPa Trace
(t	 0.5 ksi) (t	 0, 6 ksi)
BE 2nd system (1080 - 1330 Hz) Trace s	 8.27 MPa ------
(t	 1,2 ksi)
BE 1st torsion (1060 - 2100 Hz) ------------ 15.2 MPa ------
(t	 2.2 ksi)
16E 3rd bending (3660 - 4180 Hz)
------------
t	 0,0 MPa ------
(t	 1.3 ksi)
5
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TABLE II. - SECOND ROTOR VIBRATORY RESPONSE IN THE FREQUENCY DOMAIN
Engine Mode Without Inlet
pressure
distortion
With Inlet
pressure
distortion
104% 04% 08% 104%
speed speed speed speed
lE -------------------------- Trace 1	 4,1 HIPa t	 2,8 Milo i	 4.1 MPa
(t	 0.6 kel) (t	 0,4 ksl) (t	 0.0 ksi
2E lot system (680 - 850 Hz) Trace t	 2.1 MPa *	 2.1 MPa 3.1 5[Pa
(t	 0, 3 ksi) (t	 0.3 ksl) (t	 0, 45 ksl)
3E tat bending (760 - 050 IIz) i 15.5 MPa t	 fl, 3 MPa t 15.5 MPa t 20.7 MPa
(t	 2.25. ksi) (t	 1.35 ksi) (t	 2.25 ksi) (t	 3,0 ksl)
5E 2nd system (1370 - 1630 IN) Trace ------------ f	 4.8 MPa t	 5,5 MPa
(t	 0.7 kst) (f	 0,8 ksi)
GE-7E 1st torsion (1700 - 2000 IN) ------------ t 24.0 MPa t 21,0 MPa ------------
(t	 3,5 ksi) (t	 3,0 kel)
@7E (80E
TABLE III. - THIRD ROTOR VIBRATORY RESPONSE IN THE FREQUENCY DOMAIN
Engine
order
Mode Without inlet
pressure
distortion
With Inlet
pressure
distortion
104% 04% 104%
speed speed speed
Strain Gage No. 0
lE -------------------------- Trace f	 4.8 MPa t	 7,6 MPa
(t	 0.7 ksl) (t	 1.1 ksi)
2E let bending (500 - 600 Hz) 24,8 MPa t 10, 3 MPa 1 20.7 MPa
(t	 3.6 ksl) (t	 1.5 ksi) (t	 3,0 kal)
4E 2nd bending (1100 - 1300 Hz) t	 4.8 MPa f	 6.2 MPa t	 4.8 MPa
(*	 0,7 ksi) (t	 0.0 ksl) (t	 0,7 ksi)
BE 1st torsion (2150 - 2260 Hz) ---- <.------- t 10, 3*MPa ------------
(t	 1.5 ksl)
*Uncorrected
Strain Gage No. 14
lE -------------------------- Trace t	 6.6 MPa t	 4.1 MPa
(t	 0, 05 ksi) (t .
	0.6 ksi)
2E let bending (500 - 600 Hz) t 12.4 MPa t B. 3 MPa t	 4.8 MPa
(f	 1,8 ksi) (1	 1.2 ksi) (t	 0.7 ksi)
BE let torsion (2150 - 2250 Hz) t	 2,8 MPa t 12,4 MPa t 11.0 MPa
(i	 0.4 ksi) (t	 1.8 ksi) (t	 1.6 ksi)
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FigUi e 1. - Compressor cross section. 
Figure 2. - Inlet distortion screen. 
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P - PAVERAGE
PAVERAGE
F	 -0.000
G	 -0.068
H	 -0.040
1	 -0.0?0
J	 -0.000
K	 0.0?0
L	 0.040
M	 0.060
P - PAVERAGE
PAVERAGE
D	 -0. 1?0
E	 -0.100
F	 -0.000
G	 -0.060
H	 -0.040
1	 -0. OM
J	 -0.000
K	 0.0?0
L	 0.040
M	 0.060
N	 0.000
Figure 3. - Inlet total pre ,sure distortion pattern at 95 percent physical
speed.
Figure 4. - Inlet total pressure distortion pattern at 104 percent physical
speed.
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Figure 5. - Strain gage locations on rotor blades.
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Figure 6. - Rotor 1 strain gage wlo screen.
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Figure 7. - Rotor 1 strain gage with distortion screen in-
sta I led.
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Figure 8. - Rotor 1 strain gage with distortior. screen in-
stalled.
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Figure 9. - Rotor 2 strain gage w/o screen.
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Figure 10. - Rotor 2 strain gage with distortion screen in-
stalled.
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4000
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Figure 11. - Rotor 2 strain gage with distortion screen
installed.
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Figure P. - Itotor 2 strain gage with distortion screen
installed.
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Figure 13. - Rotor 3, strain gage no. 9, without screen.
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Figure 14. - Rotor 3, strain gage no. 9, with distortion
screen.
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Figure 15. - Rotor 3, strain gage no. 9, with distortion
screen.
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Figure 16. - Rotor 3, strain gage no. 14, without screen.
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Figure 17. - Rotor 3, strain gage no. 14, with distortion
screen.
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Figure 18. - Rotor 3, strain gage no. 14, with distortion
screen.
